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F. I. Brown, Poblisher, 43 Lincoln St., Boston.
ADVERTISEMENTS.
(?«// ihe Announoameatt of Firms
KWOWN TO BE RELIABIiE
Are admitted in these Columns by the Publishers.
Students should always
Bm^R THIS I2Sr lAXl^T).
Artistic Photographer
48 WINTER STREET, BOSTON.
Formerly operator for the late E. F. RiTZ on Temple
Place. Special rates for Students at Wellesley College. S-y
Shreve, Crump & Low Co,
432 Washington St. Boston
DM0N08, WATCHES, JEWany,
SILVERWARE.
Agents for the celebrated Gorham Plated Wa-'a
CII&oAooat stock o€ Bri« a Br2&o, Umbronaa, Far2vso2a, SKtc.
THE LATEST IDEAS IN FINE STATIONERY.
Autographs. Cr<»tt, Cyphers iind Addrestet Engrsved and
Stamped. Calling Cards aijd Ir^vitatiorw of
tha Correct Style. 3-25
Wt call your attention to the Fine
Stock of GLOVES that
IVIISS M. K. KISK,
44 TEMPLE PLACE,
Is showing in Kid, Dog Skin. Swkde—la fact any-
thing that a Lady can use in Gloves.
Miss Fisk has added to the attraction of her Store,
by opening a counter for Ice Cream Soda, Hot
Bouillon, Chocolate, Coffee, Tea and Milk, making









443 WASHINGTON Cor. WINTER ST.
— DEALER IK—
I Jj LtluuuLn! a ilU ^'"® '^™^^' ^^^'"''^^'^ ^'^^ Family Medici
. 469 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON,
DEALERS IK
BOOTS -A.n^ID SHIOEJS,
A LARGE ASSORTMENT FOR
YOUNG LADIEa






SELECT FANCY GOODS AND TOILET ARTICLES,
0/ eyory Description.
Corsets with or without
Shoulder-Braces.
Button or Steel Front OomfortaKo. tJood Fit. durable.
69 CHAUNCY ST., BOSTON.
^«b«l for OAialo^ne and mention the PreSiide.
Especial Attention given to I'hysiciau's Prescription!.
Prompt Attention to Customers. ^ _
^^i«AS HIALTH CIFT
(Exerciser Complete $5)
Is Best op All. Circular Freb.
Booia: For "An Ideal Completion
& Complete rhysical iJeveiopment.''
31J Ills 5octs. "Health & Strength in
Physical Culture," 40 Ills 50 cts. Chart
30 (lis for Dumb Bells & Pulleys, 2^ cts
Ad. INC. E. DOWD'S Vocal & Physical
Culture school, 116 MonrocSt. CllJCaOO
COP,_SETS Ap LADIES' UNDERWEAR
MADE TO ORDBa. ^
13 ^^EST STRKKT, Rooraa 9 &c lO.







r. 8. FROST, (
H. A. LAW'^KENCE. i '' 37 CORNHILL, BOSTON.
ADVERTISEMENTS.
AVAIiUABLE AND DOUHLY USKFUL LITTLE INSTltllMENT FOK LADIES.
"DUPLEX" ELECTRO-MAGNETIC CURLER and CRIMPER.
Tliirt is tlio lunat per feet, convenient, useful, ami effccttDe little toilet article cviT invontcil, II ((nnbiiirs a Coinli-ciiilcrof
suinMinr linisli wit It an imiiroveil Tun;? CrUniu'r, and Vmth parts liciuf; EltL-lro-Mj^MH'tic- it (|nirkly jinnluci's woiidcrlully
plensiu^^ anil taNJtionable resulta. With its aid the liiilv cau be tlxcil in any drsin-d Mtyh-, !ind winui ho tixcd witli thi« lit-
tle instriinu-iitit retains the effect much longer aud is not even altected by damp air. Once tried alwaijsvsed.
Price, 50c. ^^ ^mOGMji,^,^ OF AIL DEALERS.
This cut is one-half size.
PATENTED.
It does not break off or ruiu the hair like most Curlers and Crimpers, never fails in operation, and is guaranteed to give
sutistaetion. MONEY REFUNDED IF NOT AS REPRESENTED.
It is Cor sale by the leading drug, dry and fancy goods trade generally, but if not obtainal>le in your vicinity wo will mail
it to any address, post-paid, guaranteeing sale dv!ivi-rv, on rc<>iipt olTinc, or tivt- fur ^'J.nii. I-irniit liy draft, express or post-
office ni<mey onler, (U- currency in reglHtered letter iia'vabh' to TIIK A. BHIDiiJMAX C'O., ;i7;J Broadway, New-Yorlc.
Mention this publication. Agenta wanted for Dr. Bridgman's (Jor.si-ts, Brushes, Belts and Specialties. Most Liberal terms.
Use King's "Nonpareil" Pens.
9 DIFFERENT STYLES.
Superior to all Others.
PRICE $1.00 PER GROSS.
n GROSS FOR $10.00.
MAILED FREE OF POSTAGE
1-4 gross ASSORT
of our many grades










Your "Nonpareil Office Pen"
is one of the best for business
riting that I have ever used,
iug twenty years as a profes-
sional penman I have been very par-
•ticular in the choice of pens, and [regard
your "Konpareil" asmeriting special praise.
Yours truly, A. H. HINMAN.
CEO. F. KING & MERRILL,
38 HAWLET STREET, - BOSTON, MASS.
Ask your Stationer for the Office Pen a.nd take no other.
NEW
YORK $3
For first-class Limited Tickets.
FARBS REDUCED.
ITA-LL mVEK, LINE.
Express trains connecting with steamer at Fall River in 80
minutes, leave Boston from Park Square Station week days at 6
p. M. Sundays at 7 p. m
Steamers Pukitan and PiLGRrei in commission. Steam heat
in staterooms. An orchestra on each steamer throughout the year.
Tickets, staterooms, &c., secured at the line office, No. 3, Old
State House, and Park Square Station, Park Square.
J. R. KENDRICK, Gen. Man. GE( J. L. CONNOR, Gen. Pas. Agl.
L. H. PALMER, Agent, 3 Old State House.
WOMEN'S MEDICAL COLLEGE
OF THE NEW YORK INFIRMARY.
.381 East 15tli Street, New York.
Session90-91 will open October 1, 1890. Three years' Graded
Course. Instruction by Lectures, Clinics, Recitations, and prac-
tical work under supervision in Laboratories and Dispensary of
College, and in N. Y. Infirmary.
Clinics and operations in most of the City Hospitals and Die
pensaries open to women students.
For catalogues, etc., address
EMILY BLACKWELL, M. D., Dean,
36-36t 331 Ea8t 15th Street, New York.
CORNELL'S
BENZOIN LOTION.
The most delightful toilet preparation in the world.
Softens and whitens the skin and cures'all roughness.
Warrented Harmless.
So/d by Druggists. Large Bottle, 50 Cents.






A Full Assortment of Genuine Instruments.
OLD AND NEW VIOLINS. MUSIC BOXES
With Interchangeable Cylinders.
Banjos, Mandolins, Zithers, Etc.
578 WASHINGTON ST, BOSTON.
Young ladies will find it to their advantage to call at
A. V.Doyles Millinery Parlors,
165 Tremont St.j Hasting Bld'g,
Koonis 16 and 17,
For the latest Parisian Millinery. Particular atten-
tion given to out of town orders. 3-36
N. C. WHITAKER & CO.,
Manufacturers and Importers of
Tortoise Shell and Horn Goods,
3©3 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON.
Special attenti&n given to making goods to order for custumers, in-
cluding Lognettes, Combs, Hairpins, Fancy Hair Ornaments and




The MASON & HAMLIN im-
proved method of Slringing, pro-
duces remarkable refinement of
tone and phenomenal capacity to
stand In tune.
These Pianos are consequently
excellent for Eeuting.
Sold for Casli or Easy Pay-
ments.
^ yVA'^^^^ v^j^^vgv^____
100 different Styles of Organ
$22 to .$1200.
Mason & Hamlin Organs
liave received Highest Awards
at all great world's Exhibitions
at which they have been exhibited
since 1867.
Organs Rented till Rent pays
for them.
CATALOGUES FREE.
MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN and PIANO CO..
BOSTON, NEW YORK AND CHICAGO.
3o.y Mason & Hamlin Hall, 154 snd 155 TEEMONT STREET, BOSTON.
SPRINGER BROTHERS,
Wholesale and Retail Cloak Manufacturers,
500 Washington Street, Cornor Bedford
Carriage Entrance. 10 and 12 BEDFORD STREET,
BO STOO^.
ATo.mic
A most excellent and agreeable tonic
and appetizer. It nourishes and in-
vigorates the tired brain and body,
imparts renewed energy and vitality,
and enlivens the functions.
Dr. Ephr.-^im Bateman, Cedarville, N. J., says :
" I have used it for several years, not only in my
practice, but in my own individual case, and con-
sider it under all circumstances one of the best
nerve tonics that we possess. For mental exhaus
tion or overwork it gives renewed strength and
vigor to the entire system."
DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET FREE.
Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R. I.
JUwarc of Std'stittttes and Imitations,
CAUTION:— Be sure the word "Horsford's" is printed on the
label. All ot^iers are spurious. Never sold in bulk. lo t£
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ST. VALENTINE'S DAY ! Blessed be the
memory of the good old saint who has given
us one day in the year when man acts as his heart
prompts. Welcome to the day of love's perfect
abandon, the brief moment when the world's con-
ventionalities are completely forgotten !
To-day Love, unfettered, spyngs up and fills the
world with his fluttering wings. The laughing,
dimpled Cupid, set free for one whole day, makes
the most of the shining moments, lets loose upon
the world a whole snow-storm of valentines, and
fills the postman's wallet to overflowing with the
white missives ; he carries sweet bunches of
flowers, violets and roses, to the pretty, flushed
maidens who are waiting at the window for the
postman and the messenger boy ; he fills the minds
of sober and serious folk to overflowing with
sentimental rhymes and verses.
The world re-echoes with the sweet, clear, joyous
note of the lover's song. The whole world is rosy
with the reflection of love's brightly blazing fire.
The world is wreathed in smiles on this glad day of
love.
For love,—" it is love, love, love that makes the
world go round," and to-day love, always king,
receives the homage due to him. The world
yields to his happy sway, and all people, from the
highest to the lowest, throw off their mask of
indifference and heartily celebrate love's feast.
For love is everywhere ; none are safe from his
swift, sure arrows.
" Love is a prick, love is a sting,
Love is a pretty, pretty thing
;
Love is a fire, love is a coal
Whose flame creeps in at every hole !
"
However it may be on other days,—though then
we say
—
" Mysterious love, uncertain treasure,
Hast thou more of pain or pleasure?"
and
and
" A mighty pain to love it is,"
" The sweetest joy, the wildest woe is love,"
yet to-day love is joy, pure and simple. From the
ecstatic delight of the tiny girl over her elaborate
paper lace valentine, with its two gilt hearts, and
simple declaration in vermilion letters, " I love
you," to the happy smile of the fair, young maiden
who reads and rereads the card tucked in among
the mass of fragrant violets— there is no hint of
pain. Love may sometimes be a tyrant, a torment,
and wild woe, but now it is only bliss and rapture.
Then, hail to the day of delight ! and hail to the
spirit of love, the
" lock that linketh noble minds,"
and to the good St. Valentine, whose benign
influence guards the festal day.
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Social life this year seems to have sunk to the
minimum. Almost the only social event of the
year was the German given early in the fall term.
And yet the condition of the students is not more
satisfactory than last year or the few preceding
years when social life was much more prominent.
Just as many students are tired, and tired to as
great a degree, as in the previous years. The
absence of all social relaxation does not tend to an
increase of intellectual achievement. Occasional,
or frequent entertainments, plays, parties, or Ger-
mans, give the girls a good time to look forward
to and to look back upon in the midst of the routine
of schedule work, and by relieving the monotony
of that work, help to give fresher energy to be
spent upon it. To the social and intellectual
development, such relaxation is valuable. Why
should it then be so conspicuously lacking ?
Another word from " those without" has come
from one of our alumnse. The interest taken by
the alumnje in the College paper, their strong
support of it, both in subscription and contribution
is one of the most encouraging facts in the experi-
ence of the editors. If the support within the
College were as great in proportion as that without,
the success of the Prelude would be a much
simpler matter. Valuable time is wasted in soliciting
contributions and items, which with little trouble
might be voluntarily sent in through the Prelude
box in the office. Material should be placed there
ten days before the date of the issue in which it is
designed to appear.
To the classes who have not already elected their
honorary members, the question whether such an
election is on the whole desirable, is a suggestive
one. The question has come up before each of
the classes for the past few years, and each year
gains in significance. The custom arose in the
very early days of the College when the class of
'79 elected Mr. Durant their honorary member, as
a pleasant and fitting recognition of his kind and
personal interest in them, and a means of still
closer connection between them and their kind
friend. Such a course was unquestionably an advi-
able one, as it is still, when a class chooses someone
to wear their pin who has shown himself a friend of
the class, or of the College, and thus indirectly of the
class. But the custom of choosing some prominent
man, well-known for his ability in poUtics, in the
pulpit, or in society, without any regard whatever
to his attitude toward education or more particu-
larly American Colleges, and most of all toward
Wellesley, is open to criticism. From the stand-
point of the candidates, it is a questionable honor,
a source of some trouble, and may perhaps be a
bore. From the standpoint of the class it is of
little practical benefit, a custom easily dispensed
with. Let us see how '94 will look at the matter.
A VALENTINE.
Sylvanus, to thee a song I write
;
For, though thou'rt not my lady bright,
Yet, 'tis of thee I think at night.
And when the darkness takes its flight,
To thee I'll haste, as with delight,
And woo thee then with all my might.
A. L. W., '92.
THE TOMB OF ST. VALENTINE.
If you liave all seen Venice, either with your
own happy eyes or through the dim telescope of
Ruskin's novels and Turner's colors, fou will
wonder that one could wander disconsolately
through its brilliant streets, and find no pleasure
in its " fabric of enchantment piled to heaven.''
But a party of three looked out from a little
gondola with a yellow sail, which went skimming
over the Lagoon one February evening, without
seeing the chain of white peaks against the setting
sun, or the misty vision of towers and domes
shimmering in the water and sky. The gondolier
gazed curiously at the pair opposite him, and
wondered why the Inglese were so quiet. The
elder of the two Englishmen, a tall, powerful man
of forty, with a bearded face and a subdued air,
held his St. Mark's Res/ closed in his strong hands,
and looked blankly out of his strange blue eyes into
nowhere. His young friend, an awkward fellow
with a disconsolate figure huddled in one corner,
grumbled to himself in his end of the boat. In
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silence they sailed on until they reached their
hotel, entered and inquired for mail.
" Letter for me from Rome, " said the younger




I discovered this morning that the sketches you
were showing me the other evening are still here.
Please let me know whether to send them to you,
or leave them at your bankers here. You spoke
of returning to Rome, and I am at a loss what to do.
Yours faithfully,
Rome, Feb. 12th. Barbara Lessart.
P. S. The house seems quite dull since you and
Mr. Bruce are gone. We are planning an ex-
pedition for St. Valentine's day — a moonlight ex-
cursion to the Coliseum. I hope you enjoy
Venice. B. L.
Gim sauntered into Bruce's room and said with
a shiver, "Cold town. Venire. It's no use being
bored in this half-drowned place. If you don't
mind, Bruce, I think I'll take a run for a few days
down to Orvieto— or Naples— or—
"Rome," suggested Bruce. "'Perhaps Rome
would do. I'll go with you. "
" I don't want to drag you away from your
Ruskin, and all that sort of thing, " objected
Gim, looking at the half-unpacked volumes, and
unfinished designs of friezes and capitals— for
Bruce was an architect from the Oxford schools,
and as faithful a follower as Ruskin ever led
through the mazes of foundation, shaft and vault.
" Suppose we take the 12:15 train, " he continued,
as Bruce only smiled and began to gather his
things together. " We'll get to Rome tomorrow
evening about nine. Let me know if I can help
you pack, " and Gim started for his room.
"Thanks," said Bruce, absently wondering
what he had done with the stiff, stained trophies
of Gim's last experiment of rolling his photographs
around a big mucilage bottle with a paper cork.
He got everything ready, and left one volume of
Ruskin out of his bag to read until train time.
The morning of Feb. 14th Barbara Lessart was
sitting serenely in the sunny salon of the Pension
Giannini, reading out of an old green book with
an expression of some interest.
"My dear, " said Madame Giannini, " waste
not a precious time to read that decrepit volume.
Behold, the work of Signor Hare is better worth."
" I am reading to help my Italian," and
Barbara kept her eyes on the page, although one
of the street flower girls had just come in and every-
one was crowding around her to see the violets.
Some one laid a bunch of them on her lap, and
after she had finished the paragraph she looked up
at a bashful youth who was sulking on the sofa,
waiting to be thanked. He looked no more than
seventeen as he lounged all over the little sofa, the
boyishness of his lank limbs and smooth, trans-
parent complexion being intensified by the scowl
on his forehead. Fred Hamilton was an old friend
of Barbara's; whom she had known in America, and
he was often quite useful.
" Mr. Hamilton spoke of going to the Coliseum
to-night, as there is a moon, " she announced to
the assembly.
"Yes, it's quite an idea, " said Fred, who had
quite forgotten, if he ever knew it, that it wasn't
his idea. " We'll have a fire, and tell stories, and
the ghosts will be on hand. Everyone must
come.
"
A little before nine o'clock you might have
walked with a dozen pleasant people through the
narrow Roman streets, until you reached the -
Forum, down the Via Sacra, and under Titus's
arch, which framed the black shadow of the Circus
Maximus against the sky, all red with the rising
moon. When you finally stood within the vast
ring of the Coliseum, the chill of the great arches
fell heavily upon you, and the misty white ghosts
came and went among the massive pillars as the
moon rose swiftly in the heavens. A stillness
comes on you as you stand in the open arena,
watching the ruin " crumbling there, an inch a
year," its presence so like that of a strong human
soul, stately though mournful, calm and serene
though defeated and fallen.
Near the entrance facing the Esquiline they
built a tiny fire, which warmed the black stones as
one star would light the sky. Soon the little
knots and groups of story tellers and explorers
dropped apart, and Barbara was left alone, seated
on a huge block she had chosen and covered with
her rug, near the place she had made Fred light
the fire. It was cold, and Barbara wondered
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shiveringly why she came away from her comfort-
able easy chair, and whether Mr. Bruce was read-
ing Ruskin in Venice. She resolved to go home,
but as she rose she saw a bent, eager figure
rapidly approaching, and she fell back into her
graceful pose as Mr. Gim came under the arch
and greeted her.
" Oh ! Miss Lessart ! You're so good not to be
gone. " As Gim dropped upon the stony seat he
felt dimly conscious that a black arch and a red
fire were just the thing to bring out the charms of
a gentle face, a slender lithe figure, brown hair
knotted low in the neck, and hazel eyes both
bright and tender. He was sure— he wondered the
next day if it was a fancy— that the eyes beamed
with a peculiar glow as Barbara bent toward him
and said,
" I missed you. It was tiresome here alone.
One is so lonely in a foreign land. I could not
endure to live out of America— not even in
England. "
Not even in England ! Her tone, her glance
more than her words, inflamed him. He forgot
he was only the friend of a few months, that he
was young and without a start in the world — that
he had told his pretty, kindly cousin in England
he would love her always, and no one else. He
only knew he had been wretched four days in
Venice, that he was again in blessed Rome, that
some strange spell drew him toward this haunting,
fascinating girl. His voice seemed to him some-
thing with a being and will apart from himself, as
he said " Not even if you knew you were the in-
spiration of a man's life, the chief happiness of a
— an Englishman ? Barbara, you ought to be an
English girl, you are an English girl by nature.
Let me make you one in fact. Adopt England for
my sake. "
Barbara looked at him unmoved. " I don't
believe I would enjoy being Mrs. Agamemnon
Gim, " she began meditatively. Poor Gim felt for
a moment that life was a barren waste. Why had
his cursed god-father ever been born ? " We will
talk about it some other time, " she continued,
rising. " I am so cold, and it's time to go home. "
She shivered in an appealing way, and Gim, being
a well-bred fellow, could only give her his arm and
say he was sorry.
" Why, you didn't tell me Mr. Bruce was here "
said Barbara, as they neared a small group from
which the big shoulders of the Ruskinian emerged
toward them. " It is a great surprise for you to
come back to Rome, Mr. Bruce. I thought—
I
didn't know you planned — I, excuse me, have
you seen Mr. Hamilton? I have forgotten my
rug. " Surprise had overcome her, and Barbara
was for once at a loss.
" Let me go with you for it, " said Bruce
promptly ; and he too walked with Barbara across
the wide arena in the flood of white light, he too
sat on the low stone, wondering that he should
seem so unlike himself,— he too felt the fascina-
tion— was it of the fire, or the distant moon, or
the day? Why did Barbara say " Let us not sit
down " with such an agitated air ; why did he in-
sist that she owed him at least a quarter of an
hour for his long, tedious journey from Venice?
Bruce did not know ; it was a trance to him.
There stood Barbara, one knee leaning on the
seat, a frightened look in her eyes, and he was
saying that he thought they had much to learn
from each other, that they might be helpful to
each other as friends — as the best of friends —
as something more. Still she had not said a word,
and as he told her that his life looked brighter to
him, when he thought of what it might be with
her, than he had ever supposed Ufe could look,
he saw the struggle in her face. " We cannot
force ourselves into sympathy— we are what we
are— in such matters," he seemed troubled with
her trouble. " If I could do anything, " he broke
out with sudden yearning, and bent toward her,
thinking as he took her hand and drew her down
to the rocky seat beside him, he saw her wavering
face soften for one blissful instant. "Barbara —
-
Santa Barbara— "
She started up with a sharp cry, " Don't.
"
Then her face changed, and she smiled, but not
sweetly, and looked at him curiously. " I am not
good ; I am not one of your English violets. I
should be miserable. Let me go.
"
There was a footstep outside.
" Hello you people, " said Fred entering and
sitting down by Bruce, who rose and left at once.
" We're all ready to go. What's Rusky been quot-
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ing? Adapting rhapsodies on St. Mark's to the
Coliseum?"
" All men do not need the aid of Ruskin to be
interesting, " said Barbara vaguely.
" Thanks, but of course every one isii^t born a
poet. Few men, really now, who can appreciate
the beautiful in the world. I suppose, Bobby
Bruce doesn't know you're enchanting. "
"No?" Barbara sat down again. "The
third trial. " she said to herself.
" But / do, Barbara. I don't know a finer girl.
I've knocked about more or less, and seen a num-
ber of girls, and know them— I don't deny it—
but I'm getting tired of this roaming, unsettled
life. It doesn't satisfy a man " (Fred was just
twenty) — and, Barbara, I don't know of any one
who is better, as a steady thing, than you. You'd
make existence endurable, if any thing could. "
It was Barbara's turn to say "Thanks— The
bells are ringing twelve, and the last sparks of the
fire are just out. "
The morning of the 15 th, the family about the
grate fire in the Pension was rather quiet.
"You who went last evening to the Coliseum
should have read this very interesting and
rather time-worn guide-book. " said the
linguistic German known to the profane as The
Tower of Babel. " I will read, translating as I
go.
"
Barbara did not move as he opened the linle
green book of the day before.
" Near the emperor's entrance to the Am-
pitheatre of the Flavins, standing opposite the
Esquiline hill, is a block of stone written with a V.
Here, the fourteenth of February, in the year of
our Lord two hundred and seventy, during the
persecution of the Christians by Claudius, suffered
Sanctus Valentinius, martyr. On each anniversary
of his death the shades of the departed descend
to earth and communicate to all who rest on the
stone which perpetuates his remembrance, the
loving spirit which was his in life, and which by
association has made of the day a season for the
making of love. Only such as have no heart can
stand against the softening influence of his benign
spirit. Cursed be all such, unhappier in a loveless life
than he in the pains of martyrdom. "
Bruce was looking out dismally at the pouring
rain, his Ruskin unread beside him. Gim poked
the fire viciously, and Fred glared at the Tower
of Babel and the world. Barbara leaned back in
her easy chair.
" Curious, " she said, repressing a yawn. " I
think those old superstitions are so interesting. "
Agnes Sinclair Holbrook, 'g2
MAIDEN MAY.
Maiden May, whose brown eyes glisten,
Maiden May—I pray you, listen !
For there's something I must say
—
Just to you, sweet Maiden May.
Maiden May, with laughing smile.
Bear with me a little while !
For if you shall say me nay.
Life is lost, sweet Maiden May !
Maiden May, with golden hair.
Maiden May— I hope you care
—
This is what I have to say
—
I love you, sweet Maiden May !
T. K.
ANOTHER WORD FROM ONE WITHOUT.
There can scarcely be one of Wellesley's daugh-
ters who did not find an answering chord, while
reading Miss Goodwin's article in the Prelude of
January the seventeenth,—who did not say at its
end, " That is true, every word of it." May one
who has been " without " a still shorter time, but
whose heart and sympathies are most warmly with
" those within," say a few more words in the same
line? Words which it is quite likely she herself
would not have heeded, but which she has more
than once wished that she had heard while she was
still in College halls.
Fortunately, the world outside is composed of
men as well as women. Have not many of us
heaved a sigh of relief when the gentlemen joined
the ladies at some social gathering, largely
because there would be an opportunity for more
congenial subjects of conversation ? But what do
you suppose would happen if you were to suggest
to the average woman such topics as " free coin-
age " or " the present state of the House of
Commons." Probably, a bored look, with, " I
don't have time to read the articles in the papers
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on those subjects ; they are so long and dry,"or
—
try for yourself, and ponder on results. But
women, and most of all College women, cannot
afford to be out of touch with that which interests
other women. What are these interests? Listen
to the women talking in the horse-cars, to women
in places where men are not, that is, at the after-
noon receptions and teas, at the lunch-parties, at
the club, the sewing-circle or woman's auxiliary.
What do these women talk about? What are their
thoughts and aims ?
The woman of society? The next German.
Who received with whom. The cut of this dress,
the fit of that. The picture at the Art Institute
by a rising young artist. The receipts of the
Charity Ball. The last new book. The approach
of Lent and the end of the Season. Here is a
field of action as yet but httle entered by College
women and which needs them sadly. A plea for
ease, grace and tact, for girls with taste in dress, as
well as for the magazine and news-paper. Aren't
we too apt to disregard these things, to think them
of too little importance ?
The home-keeping woman? Lnmediately, we
are confronted by that great and not-easily
solved problem, domestic service. What do you
think of co-operative house-keeping? What do
you propose doing when your windows remain
unwashed because each maid says it is the work of
another, and you have changed servants until you
are utterly worn out? Again, the children.
Questions, ad infinitum. Th.ese are matters which
pertain to every woman ; to those of us who re-
main in the homes of our parents, to those who
go to homes of our own, and who act as teachers.
The philanthropic woman? Most Wellesley
girls become Sunday School teachers, I believe, in
course of time. Do you approve of the manner
in which the majority of Sunday Schools are con-
ducted? Very likely, not. What are you to do
to bring about a reform ? An opportunity for the
practical application of Bible study. Your " sew-
ing circle " raises a sum of money every year for
charitable purposes, probably by sewing by hand
what could be done better and more quickly
by machine, by making useless nothings, by wast-
ing enough time to clothe ten ragged children.
What are you going to do? Here i.-i an experi-
ment in patience and tact matched against custom
and experience, equal to any problem in analytical
chemistry. You have "precedent" untold to
oppose, not uphold, and no Robert's Rules of
Order to fall back upon. Suppose you are put on
a tenement-house committee. How will you be-
gin to work and what will you do when you have
your "facts?" How will you awaken the people
of your village to the Fresh Air Fund? You are
all interested in the College Settlement work. It
is not the girls who can tell you the force of every
Kai gar in Plato's Apology or who can give you
the greatest number of quotations from Shakes-
peare. It is she who can win her way into the
hearts of the people, who has sound judgement
and good sense. All manner of practical, domes-
tic and social problems confront her. She wishes
she knew more about the simplest principles of
Political Economy. It may be that she is one of
the girls " who wanted it, but couldn't get it in "
during her College course. While believing in
great freedom in choice of studies, we are inclined
to wish that Political Economy were as much a
required study as Logic and Rhetoric. Again,
how she envies " those within " the course in Do-
mestic Science.
Finally, there is a subject of almost universal
conversation among all sorts and conditions of
women. I dislike to mention it, but it is not to
be evaded. A woman can talk of her ills and
aches when she can of nothing else. May it be
the privilege of every College woman to show to
the world and especially to the women of the
world, women developed physically as well as
mentally, glowing with health and life, living ex-
ponents of adherence to laws of health and dress.
Yes, girls, a plea for the gymnasium (how I wish
we had a new one perfectly and adequately
equipped) and a plea for much of Wellesley's
beautiful out-door world. Your lot may be cast
in a city where you are forever doomed to walk
on stone pavements and never see or feel much
of the blue sky and sunshine because of the clouds
of smoke which encircle you. Show to the
woman who takes a horse-car to ride a block that
you can walk your five and ten milesa day and
be the better for it. Skate, coast, row, use your
ricyles, play tennis. It is better to have a strong
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body than to have scanned all of Horace's odes
or to have read Browning entire. Am I talking
heresy?
Whether heresy or no, I have said quite enough.
I have made many pleas? Of course you all
cannot take courses in political economy, social
science and pedagogics, but you can talk and
think and read of what are the live questions of
the day. In the recent meetings of the Associa-
tion of Collegiate Alumnse the subjects which
elicited the greatest irtterest were those which
dealt with domestic and social matters together
with the physical well-being of our Colleges' chil-
dren and grandchildren. Read, talk, study and
think, dear girls, and then come and help us. We
need you.
Caroline L. Williamsofi, '80,
KATHLEEN.
I'm in love with you, blithesome Kathleen !
I am now, and I always have been.
Yet you still gaily smile.
Though I say all the while
I'm in love with you, blithesome Kathleen
!
You're a heartless, a cruel Kathleen !
You are now, and you always have been.
You don't love me—Oh, no
!
Yet yotf won't let me go.
I'm your captive forever, Kathleen !
T.
POEM.
We were walking in the garden
—
Katherine and I,
And the bright stars shone above us
In the blue-grey sky.
But I did not look toward heaven
—
Toward the starry skies,
For my stars shone right beside me
In Kate's blue-grey eyes.
T. K.
A TRUE LIFE.
The name of Mrs. Walter Baker has been often
spoken among us during the past few weeks, and
it is fitting that a few words should be said here
concerning the hfe and spirit of so warm a friend
of Wellesley.
Forty years ago, the death of her husband and
her four little children left Mrs. Baker without
immediate family ties. Instead of shutting herself
up with her desolation, as many women would have
done, she devoted herself to bringing blessing to
other lives. During all these years she has lived
for others as few women have ever done, giving
her money, her time, her energies, her love, her
prayers, to those who were most in need of them.
Year by year, the circle of her intimate personal
friends has widened, until it may be said without
exaggeration that the news of her death has carried
heart-ache and bereavement to every part of our
own country, and to every land where American
missionaries have gone.
Her philanthropy was exceptionally broad.
Those who accuse women of having a narrow
horizon would certainly be constrained to acknowl-
edge an exception in the case of Mrs. Baker. She
saw the whole world in need, and it seemed as if,
by her deep interest and warm sympathy, she
helped the whole needy world. She had not an
unlimited amount of money at her disposal, but
she gave some money and much thought and care
to almost every good work that came under her
notice.
For Home Missions she felt an especial responsi-
bility. The education of the Indians and the
negroes engaged her deepest attention, and she
carried the interests of Hampton, Tuskegee, Car-
lisle, and a score more of such schools, constantly
on her heart. The representatives of these institu-
tions, in their visits to New England always found
a home with Mrs. Baker, and a quick response to
the needs they presented.
Nor did she fail to recognize the importance of
Foreign Missions. She gave generously to these,
being especially interested during these later years
in the evangelization of Japan. Tired missionaries
coming home from foreign fields found blessed rest
and refreshment in the charming Dorchester home
;
and after they had returned to their work, Mrs-
Baker's letters, full of strong personal interest and
sympathy must have given them new courage and
strength.
Her beautiful home, with all its perfect appoint-
ments, she devoted largely to the use of those who
most needed it. Many renowned guests have been
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fittingly entertained there, but the table was laid
with linen no less fine and china no less dainty,
and the " Poppy Chamber " was prepared with no
less exquisite care for the tired teacher or the
worn-out missionary, to whom Mrs. Baker's house
was a haven of rest.
She was a wonderful hostess. She invited her
friends not only to enjoy her home, but to share
her life. No guest could long remain absorbed in
the contemplation of himself and his own narrow
life. He was led in, through wide-open doors, to
look at the many lives and varied interests that
seemed to converge in Mrs. Baker's home. The
morning mail brought letters of thrilling interest,
from persons of every rank and degree in life, and
from all quarters of the globe : letters teUing of
grave needs to be met, of heroic efforts that were
being made, or perhaps relating some of the ro-
mantic events that were always happening to one
or another of Mrs. Baker's host of widely distrib-
uted friends. A visit to Mrs. Baker could not
fail to lift one out of the narrow rut of every-day
life, and gives one a sort of " bird's-eye view " of
the world— its deepest needs and its noblest
activities.
No one could thoughtfully observe Mrs. Baker's
life without seeing that she touched an unusual
number of other lives. No one could feel or
witness her beneficent influence without longing to
be like her in her power of blessing others. The
thought that naturally follows such a wish is, " But
Mrs. Baker was a wealthy woman, and could give
as she pleased ; / have little or no money, and so
cannot help others as she did." Such a conclusion
would not follow a closer study of the facts of Mrs.
Baker's life and influence. It is true that she gave
material help in generous measure ; but those to
whom she ministered will testify that she enriched
their lives, not chiefly by gifts of money, but by
her strong, tender, loving personality ; by giving
herself to them ; by entering into their lives and
making their interests hers, and by opening her
life to them. And this, every woman can do for
those about her. No one who has known Mrs.
Baker intimately can rest content in a life entirely
self-centred. The memory of her generous, loving,
Christ-like spirit will live in the hearts of her
friends, an inspiration to more unselfish living.
Alary Patterson Manly.
VALENTINES.
Little, laughing, dancing Nell
!
Merry, teazing, scolding Nell
She is small.
And I am tail-
But I love that little Nell
!
Now, I wonder, if I woo her,
And with patient love go to her.
Though she's small,
And I am tall,
If she'll have me,- after all
!
Sweet Jenny, when you silent sit.
And look so far away.
Just tell me if you're thinking
Of your absent lover, pray ?
Dear Jenny, one more question
I feign would ask of thee
—
When you're thinking about him.
Aren't you thinking, Love, of me?
Slender, brown-haired Josephine
With the eyes of blue !
I'm no gifted cavalier,
I've not fame, nor wealth, 'tis clear-
But I love you oceans, dear
!
Won't that do?
She came from a far distant land
—
Maiden May,
With a diamond ring on her left hand
Sad to say
!
Sad, for she stole that heart of mine
—
She did not know,
How could she. Oh !
So I'll send to her this Valentine,
My grief to show.
A VALENTINE RONDEAU.
Rose-red cheeks and gold-brown hair
•Are not all that make thee fair.
Winsome ways and debonair
Are not all that make thee fair.
Spirit-graces yet more rare
Than rose cheeks or gold-brown hair
Are thy heritage, sweetheart.
Purity, a soul apart.
Sympathy, unborn of art
—
The.se thy heritage, sweetheart.
Winsome ways and debonair.
Spirit-graces yet more rare
Than rose cheeks and gold-brown hair.
Florence Wilkinson '92.
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NEWS OF THE WEEK.
On Sunday, February eighth, Rev. William R-
Clarke, of Newton Centre, preached in the Chapel
taking his te.xt from Psalm 42, i : "As the hart panteth
after the water brooks, so panteth my soul after thee,
O God."
*
yhe representation of a high caste Japanese wedding,
given in the Chapel on Monday evening, Feb. 9, for
the benefit of the Chapel Fund, was both unique and
instructive— instructive, because it gave an accurate'
picture of the marriage customs of Japan. As was
seen, the ceremony has nothing whatever to do with
religion or the church, and is performed without
spoken vows, and without priest or ofircial. It is
simply a civil and social contract. Those who had
part in it, besides the bride and groom, were their
parents, the bridesmaids, and the Go-bet-ween, who
conducted the ceremony, gracefully serving the tea,
distributing the rice-cakes, and acting as usher to the
bride and groom. The chief features of the wedding
were the tea-drinking, the eating of the rice-cakes, the
whispering of the vow, the drinking from the two-
spouted tea-pot, and the presentation of gifts by the
bridesmaids. The tea and the rice-cakes—which are
eaten with " audible appreciation"—are regarded as
almost sacred articles by the Japanese, and they form the
most significant feature of the ceremony. When the
bride drinks tea with the parents of her husband, it
signifies that she has entered into their family. And
the two-spouted tea-pot, from which the bride and
groom drink three times simultaneously, indicates that
they will share alike all future experiences. Through-
out the whole, the parents of the groom are treated
with special honor, particularly the father, who seems to
receive more than his share of attention and of tea. Not
the least attractive, and to us strange and unnaturaj
feature, was the salaam, the low, slow bow, with which
on all occasions they prostrate themselves before their
Superiors. The frequent repetition of the salaam greatly
enhanced the picturesqueness of the costumes, the
grouping, and the background, and seemed to teach a
lesson in patience and deliberation. The wedding,
service lasted an hour, and was accompanied throughout
by much impressive ceremony. The silence, and the
slowness, and the monotonous strains of music added
much to the solemnity of it. For the Jaj" anese, with his
innate love of ceremony and etiquette, cannot take so
important a step without due solemnity and deliberation.
Let us hope that, in the further awakening of Japan, this
pretty and graceful marriage custom will not be
exchanged for the more elaborate, though more signifi-
cant, customs of the civilized West. As the Go-between
and the bride and groom wended their way in solemn
procession from the platform, all were glad to express
their hearty appreciation of the efforts of the Committed
and its Chairman.
*
The fourth lecture in the course on German Literature
was given Feb. 7, by Fraiilein Margarethe Miiller.
Those who were present enjoyed the lecture exceedingly,
and were much interested by the account of the Court
Epics of the Middle Ages. German Literature has had
three great periods of special brilliancy, followed by a
period of decline, with about six hundred years between
each epoch. The second of these great periods, between
1 190 and 1200, produced, besides the Nibelungenlied,
Gudrun, and others, and the so-called Court Epics,
or chivalrous epics. The most important influences
which gave an impetus to romantic poetry in Germanyi
were the Crusades, and the accession of the Hohenstau-
fens. The French knights, passing through Germany
on their way to Palestine, brought the stories of King
Arthur and his knights, and of Charlemagne. The
literature, which had been entirely among the clergy,
passed now into the hands of the knights, who gave it
the character of chivalry, and brought it into the courts
of emperors and kings. The language of these court
epics is that of the Middle High German, a develop-
ment of the Old High German. The first poet to
introduce the chivalrous style was Heinrich von Vel-
decke, who paved the way by his translation' of Virgil's
^neid for the coming trio of German Literature. The
greatest court epic of the Middle Ages was that of
Volfram von Eschenbach, who represents the sublime
in art, and is called the Dante of the Germans. Unlike
the others, which tell of the deeds of whole nations,
Volfram's Parcival gives an account of the spiritual
struggles of the individual human soul between doubt
and faith. It is the first psychological epic, and is
paralleled only by Goethe's Faust. The poem combines
the tales of King Arthur and his knights, with that of
the Holy Grail. Parcival, the hero, represents the
human soul as it develops through struggles and
sorrows, but with faithfulness and humility. The
development of the ideals much obscured in the poem,
but can be clearly seen in the introduction and in the
main points of the story. A direct contrast to Volfram
is Gottfried von Strassburg, who turns from the prob-
lems of life to its pleasures. He attained great artistic
perfection, which is displayed in his beautiful, but
incomplete epic of Tristan and Isolde. The epic has
been translated by Bayard Taylor, is the basis of
Matthew Arnold's poem of the same name, and is found
in Tennyson's " Last Tournament." Although the
story had been told before in France and Italy, Gottfried
surpasses them all in the beauty of his epic. The last
of the trio, Hartmann von Ane, wrote four epics, two
of which consist of Breton legends, the others being of
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a national character. His masterpiece is "DerArmer
Heinrich," or " Poor Henry," which is remarl<able for
the beauty and purity of its diction. Longfellow has
adopted the story in his Golden Legend. This period
of .splendor and classic perfection lasted only a short
time, and was followed by an almost total absence of
any literature. The court literature never became
national on account of the slight hold which it had in
Germany, but soon ceased when the favoring circum-
stances were removed.
Prof. Hill gave a very enjoyable lecture in the Chapel,
Feb. 3, on Chinese music. This was the first of a
course of ten lectures which will be given at the College
on "The History of Music of the Ancients." Music
forms a very necessary part of our life. One can scarce
conceive of a world without music. The thought of
its desolateness and dreariness frightens one. Music
is the perfection of art, and it possesses a wonderful
influence over the mind. It cheers it when sad, and
soothes it when restless and weary. It is given us, not
to please the senses, but to appease the soul. Music
has existed from the earliest times. The ancients
attributed it to some divine origin. The first music
was all joyous, for the earliest life of the world was all
joy and happiness. By degrees, however, pain and
sorrow made themselves known, and they found ex-
pression in music. The primitive music consisted of
but few simple notes. Nature music, the singing of
birds and the laughter of brooks, was imitated. Music
may have originated from the inflection of the voice,
for vocal music existed many years before instrumental.
Different nations often have different musical systems,
and as a result, their standards of music are very
different. One is often surprised at a new composition
of some modern composer until his ear is trained to
understand his system and style. For the same reason
we often fail to appreciate the music of some foreign
nation. The musical system of China is very different
from our own. It consists of a scale of five notes
which correspond to the five black notes upon the
piano. This is their common scale, and upon it are
based all their national melodies. The Chinese have
a great variety of musical instruments, many of which
are of great antiquity. They are made of stone or of
wood, and are often very curiously shaped to represent
animals or fishes. The bell and the drum are used
frequently, and curious pipes made of bamboo rods.
The stringed instruments are very primitive. They are
made of stone or wood with strings of brass and silk.
The musical notation of the Chinese consists of nine
characters, each representing a particular note. If the
octave is to be played, a dot is placed beside the note
to indicate that fact. There are marks for tremulo,
pause, etc. The notation is very complicated, and for
this reason the Chinese often play without note. The
vocal music of the country is not pleasing. All sing in
a very high key, and in a strained, unnatural manner.
At the close of the lecture, Prof. Hill delighted his
audience by playing for them a few selections of Chinese
music. The quaint, odd bits of music pleased the
audience very much, and they expressed their delight
in loud applause.
COLLEGE NOTES.
Miss Sara Elizabeth Stewart has been elected editor-
in-chief of the Legenda in place of Miss West who
resigned. The Legenda plans are now fully developed,
and the work, both literary and artistic, is progressing
rapidly. Alfred Mudge and Son, the printers of the
'89 Legenda, have been chosen as publishers.
Miss Bertha Jones, student at Wellesley, '85-'89,
spent last Sunday at Freeman with her sister Miss
Lizzie Lee Jones, '91. Miss Anna Capron, '82, spent
a few days last week with Miss Laura Jones, and Miss
Virginia Yeaman, '88, was with the Misses Foster in
the village for a few days.
Prof. Hodgkins has been unable to take charge of
her classes for more than a week, on account of an at-
tack of erysipelas. Mrs. Lord, too, has been ill for
about a fortnight with a very severe cold.
Miss Marian C. Lutz, '93, has been obliged to leave
college on account of ill health.
A fresh supply of printed letters has been received
from Colchester, Roberts and Co., writers of essays,
orations, debates, character sketches, etc., " confi-
dentially" requesting patronage from the students of
Wellesley College. The Presidents of the Senior and
Junior classes have written in answer that the students
of Wellesley College are in the habit of doing their
own literary work, and therefore requests of this kind
are entirely unnecessary.
The Juniors are to be congratulated. Prof. Whiting
informed them at last Saturday's lecture that no one in
the class had received a condition in Physics, a thing
which, she said, had not happened for years.
On Monday last. Miss Cooley, with several members
of her Bible section, went to Boston, with the purpose
of really seeing something of what is being done there
in the missionary work. Their guide was a young lady
who has the direction of the City Missions connected
with Dr. Boynton's church. They visited the Young
Women's Christian Association, went in the evening
to a class of working girls, and took in, in a general
way, the outline of the work, now being done.
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The course in Physical Astronomy, beginning with
the second semester, is as follows :
—
I. A general survey of the stars, considering some
of the results of Mathematical Astronomy, and the
theories of the outline and condition of the universe
based upon ihem.
The topics taken up under Stellar Astronomy will
be:
(i) A study of the constellations, that the locality of
particular stars, afterwards studied, may be known.
(2) A study of variable stars, double stars, star-
clusters, nebulae.
(3) A study of the proper motion of stars, stellar
parallax.
(4) A study of the Milky Way, and the structure of
the Universe.
II. The relation of the earth to the heavens.
(i) Geodesy.
(2) Chronological Astronomy.
(3) The earth's motions ;— Precession of the
Equinoxes.
III. The Solar System;—Meteors, Moons, Comets,
Planets.
IV. The Sun;—Corona, Protuberances, Chromos-
phere, Photosphere.
V. The methods and results of the "New Astronomy."
(i) The use of the spectroscope in astronomical
investigation, with laboratory work.
(2) Photographic Astronomy, its methods and
results.
A branch of the Needle-work Guild, which was
started in America about five years ago, has recently
been established at Wellesley, and another at Dana
Hall. There are branches of this guild in many large
cities ; the object is to provide simple and useful cloth-
ing for the poor, and the condition of membership is
the annual donation of two new garments All the
clothing contributed by the various branches is col-
lected at the headquarters in Philadelphia, and from
there sent to those who need it. The giver may de-
termine where the clothing shall go, or leave the de-
cision to those who have it in charge at Philadelphia.
At the college there will be one or more members in
each house, who will collect the names of those who
wish to join the Wellesley branch, and it is suggested
that those in the village send their names to Dr.
Barker. In this way all will be included. This work
is being taken up with enthusiasm, both at the
college and at Dana Hall.
The Glee Club has recently elected Miss Bonnie, '94,
to its membership, and Miss Anna May Henderson,
'92,
as first substitute. The Club now meets twice a week
for rehearsals, once with Professor Hill and once alone.
The lectures before the Ptiilology Class, last week,
were open to all interested in the subject. Prof.
Webster gave the history of the growth of Philology
from its beginning until now, taking up the Philology
of the Ancients, the Philology of the Middle Ages, and
the Philology of the Nineteenth Century.
Cottage Street House has been closed, and its ten
Freshmen have found places in College Hall. One
graduate student and four other Freshmen have come
up to College Hall and Stone Hall during the past
week.
On an easel in the Faculty Parlor, above the picture
of " Knowledge is Power," rests a little picture, in one
corner of which is the signature " Dorothy Stanley,"
This dainty sketch has recently been presented to the
College by Mrs. Stanley herself. The subject of the
picture is four little vagabonds performing gymnastics
on a rail by the bank of the Thames.
On Sunday evening, February 8, Miss Coman spoke
to the Sophomores on Hull House in Chicago. It is
situated in the slums of the city, on South Halsted
Street, in the midst of an Italian, French, and German
population. It is, in some ways, on the College Settle-
ment plan, though not so-called Miss Adams and
Miss Starr, the originators, have taken and furnished
a large house, and literally thrown it open to their
neighbors. The work is among all nationalities and
all ages. There is a Day Nursery, a kindergarten for
the youngest children, one afternoon when the boys
come for amusing and instructive games, and a club of
the older boys. Then for the older people there are
evenings, one for the Germans, one for the French,and
one for the Italians. There is a" Social Science Club,"
where lectures are given and discussions held. The
work is very successful with all, but most influential
with the grown people. Especially among the Italians
is its influence felt. There are also what are called
University Extension Classes, which give a chance for
more learning. Chicago seems to be a hopeful field for
such efforts, and the future is promising.
At the regular Thursday evening prayer-meeting last
week, the time was given to the report of the delegates
sent by the Christian Association to the Christian
Endeavor convention at Portland, Me. Miss Flora
Randolph, '92, spoke of the origin and growth of the
Christian Endeavor Society, and gave a brief report of
the proceedings of the meetings. Miss Elizabeth
Blakeslee, '91, outlined the work of the Society-
The Christian Endeavor movement began at Portland,
in i88t, under the leadership of Rev. F. E. Clark. It
was the effort of an earnest pastor to interest his young
people in active Christian work. Of the various com-
mittees for practical work, the Prayer-meeting, Look-
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out, Temperance, Missionary and others. Dr. Clark
considered tiie Prayer-meeting tlie most important, as
the centre of the life and impulse of the whole. The
pledge is essential to the successful working of the
society, embodying responsibility, dependence upon
God, and active work, Other pastors, finding the plan
applicable to their needs, adopted it ; and so the good
influence spread, until we have 13,500 societies, with a
membership of about 800,000 representing 32 denomi-
nations, and world-wide in extent. There were 1800
delegates in attendance at the Convention ; the majority
coming from New England, with representatives from
the South, West, Canada and China. The addresses
discussed the work of the society with reference to its
relation to the times, to the solution of social church
problems, the Sunday School, Missions and Temper-
ance. Christian Endeavor develops Christian workers,
Christian fellowship and deeper spirituality. It opens
the eyes of young people to the needs, possibilities and
responsibilities of Christian work. It means systematic*
organized work, springing from a sense of duty and
loyalty to it; it changes impulses into habits ; it pro-
motes daily Bible study, and is helping to draw the
entire family of Christ into closer fellowship and unity.
AULD ACQUAINTANCE
parlors of the Y. W. C. A. Building, 68 Warrenton St.
(near Tremont St.), Boston, Tuesday, February 10, at
3.30 P M. Subject:— 14th Century Painting, Giotto,
Fra Angelico, Orcagna.
Copies of " Sunshine and Other Poems for Children,'
by Katherine Lee Bates, '80, are still on sale at the
College book-store. Orders from outside the College
may be sent to Miss Charlotte F. Roberts Wellesley
College. Price, postage prepaid, 75 cents,
born
Mrs. Belle Lamar Stockbridge, student at Wellesley
'79-'82, will soon take up her residence in Fargo, North
Dakota, where Prof. Stockbridge has received an
appointment in the Agricultural College.
Miss Flora Eugenia Jewell, student at Wellesley '79-
'80, is at the Missionary Training College in New York
City.
Miss Genevieve Apgar, student at Wellesley '86-'88,
is teaching in Bridgeton, N. J.
Miss Cora B. Newton, formerly of '92, has been
obliged to give up her position in the High School at
Storm Lake, la., on account of ill health.
Miss Anna M. Olsson, B. S. '90, has accepted a
position in the Riverside School, Auburndale.
The marriage of Miss Jennie Louise Childs, student
at Wellesley '8i-'83, to Dr. S. A. Potter of Ro.xbury,
was celebrated at the Walnut Avenue Church, Roxbury,
Thursday evening, Jan. 29th. Miss Frances F. Cottle,
a college friend of the bride, acted as maid of honor.
Mr. and Mrs. Potter left at once for Washington, D.
C, where they will spend the winter.
The second lecture in the History of Art course
which Miss Kitty Payne Jones, '84, is giving for the
benefit of the Norumbega Fund, will be held in the
BORN.
At Livingston Manor, N. Y. Dec. 26, a daughter to
Mrs. Emilie Harlow Du Bois, student at Wellesley '84-
'85.
At Buffalo, N. Y., Feb. i, a daughter, Louise, to
Mrs. Louise Palmer Vincent, '86.
OUR EXCHANGES.
A SONG.
She loves me, loves me not
;
O Daisy, tell me true.
And take away this anxious thought
That clouds my sky of blue.
One petal gone ; she loves me.
Two, and she loves me not
;
Three, and again she loves me
;
Four, and she loves me not.
The sun is hid behind a cloud ;
The robin has left the tree.
The springtime breeze that laughs aloud.
Is moaning drearily.
The little pools are all ashiver,
The little leaves are all aquiver
;
She loves me not.
Again I try. Again the petal white
Goes fluttering o'er the lea
;
Two still remain. Ah, sure I'm right
;
Sur£ly my love loves me.
I lift my head ; I meet her eyes
—
The sun comes out and lights the skies
;
And see, on yonder spray
The robin whistles gay.
And then to join his mate he flies.
All nature seems to smile on me.
And hail the opening day
Of love, with glad surprise.
The Jitd and Blue.
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INTER-COLLEGIATE NEWS.
Vassar has a skating rink.
The trustees of Oberlin, after a two years' search for
a College President, have chosen a man from the
Faculty, William G. Ballantine, Professor of Old
Testament Language and Literature. He was elected
unanimously at the annual meeting, Jan. 28. Since
1884 he has been one of the editors of the Bibliotheca
Sacra.
A NUMBER of New Haven ladies are planning the
production of a Greek play, the " Antigone" of Sopho-
cles, the object being to raise a fund to establish an
infirmary at Yale.
The Faculty of Columbia College School of Arts have
voted to remove Latin and Greek from the list of
Junior year.
A GIFT of $100,000 has been given to Johns Hopkins
University for the purpose ofendowing a new professor-
ship of English Literature.
The hours of instruction per week in the various
colleges are: Harvard 270, Yale 119, Vassar 118,
Columbia no. University of Michigan 104, Cornell 84,
Princeton 75, Amherst 72, and Trinity 65.
—
Ex.
Johns Hopkins Library has recently received a gift
of one thousand volumes and pamphlets upon the
subject of slavery. They are the gift of General
William Birnly of Washington, son of the famous
abolitionist agitator.
The Peabody Museum of Harvard has lately received
a gift of .$300,000 from Mrs. Mary Copley Shaw, for the
founding of a fellowship, with the stipulation that the
first holder of the fellowship shall be Miss Alice C.
Fletcher. Miss Fletcher has already doae valuable
service for the Museum, having devoted herself to the
study of the Indian race in America.
By the recent death of Charles Lennig, the million-
aire chemist of Philadelphia, the University of Pennsyl-
vania is a residuary legatee to the princely sum of •$700,
000. Of this amount $500,000 is to go to the Towne
Scientific School for the purchase of implements, or for
the erection of building or for both, and $200,000 is to
be used to pay free scholarships in the University in
any branch except theology, and besides, to furnish
needy students with such money as they shall need to
pursue their studies in the Institution.
—Mail and Express.
During 1890 Columbia's library was increased by
more than 16,000 volumes.
Cornell is the first institution to appoint a professor
whose whole attention shall be devoted to American
History.
The average age of the men entering the University
of Michigan this year was 17 years 1-2 months ; that of
the women was 19 years 5-9 months.
$40,000 was left by George Bancroft to his grand
daughter, which, under certain conditions, will fall to
the general fund of Harvard
.
The only College in the United States to adopt the
old time custom of holding commencement at the
beginning of the year is Clark University, at Worces-
ter, Mass.
In the compulsory gymnasium exercise at Vassar,
dumb-bells and Indian clubs will hereafter be dispensed
with and individual work upon the apparatus- will be
required.
The Yale University library has received a val-
uable addition in a gift from Franklyn B. Dexter,
secretary of the Yale Corporation, of his collection of
books and manuscripts relating to early New England
history.
An expedition to be known as the Bowdoin College
Scientific Expedition will start from Rockland, Me.,
on July 4th, to make researches and explorations
along the coast of Labrador, and to make additions to
the college collection.
The trustees of Chicago University have determined
to ask the citizens of Chicago for $500,000 more to
expend for buildings.
Amherst College has issued a circular letter with an
enclosed blank, to every student, asking for a full
account of all expenditures, including amusements,
traveling, etc., for a year.
Committees have been appointed from each class at
Yale to solicit subscriptions toward the $35,000 neces-
sary to be raised to equip the new gymnasium. The
Seniors have already subscribed $10,000.
The Yale glee club will hereafter devote their
profits to the establishing of a contingent fund of
$3,000, from which to pay running expenses. Any
amount that may be raised above this amount will be
placed in charge of the Faculty to be used for a
benefit fund in aid of indigent students.
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WABAN RIPPLES. GRACIOUS!
The Prelude to a Valentine.
When first you wrote to me, Phyllis, my dear.
You signed it so as to most proper appear
;
Not putting down what first caine into your head,
But signing it coldly, " Yours truly," instead.
And then when you loved me a wee bit, ma chere.
To honor me more you wrote, " Lovingly," there.
And when I loved you, and I know you loved me,
I could at the close discern, " Yours heartily."
But now, to the old, proper form drawing near,
You appear, at the end, to be " Very sincere ; "
Not, I presume, seeing the irony there
In the " Ever sincere " which doth now at me stare.
Now, Phyllis mine, turn to your way of old.
Remember the 14th of Feb. and be bold
;
And for Pity's sake, darling, then let me see
" Dearest Jack, from his Phyllis, most lovingly."
A Difference of Opinion.
First Art Stodent : "I think he was a great
artist ; he painted life as he saw it."
Second Art Student: " Pshaw ! that's no reason
for I'm quite sure that no one ever saw, life as he
painted it!
"
At the Political Club Meeting.
Interested Debater: "Girls, need I remind
you of those dangers and disasters? You remember
(waxing eloquent) the famine of '46 ! "
Chorus of IVIaidens aged but one Score : " No,
we don't !
"
There once was a Prof, of Philosophy,
V/ho o'er " aims and ends" went into ecstasy.
When asked why she did it
She said, " instinct bid it.
And that's what will happen, my dear, to thee.
After thou hast studied Philosophy ! "
He : " Won't you marry me on one condition ? "
She: " No indeed ; that added to my condition at
College, would unconditionally drop me—in my own
estimation at least."
With trembling steps to the minister's door.
At a nervously quickened pace,
Came the deacon's son, as many before.
To earnestly pray for grace.
Well, the parson was pleased at the youth's desire.
And made ready the holy water
;
But the youth declared his aim was higher
—
His Grace was the minister's daughter
!
The Unit.





Fine Thick Linen Paper,
Stylish Size, in Nice Box
49 CENTS-
(Regular Price $1.24.)
rt "A t^ Over 8,000 Boxes of thia wonder sold.
^ *^ »?»
^ ^ Don't fail to send stamp or call for the
' ^ new Sample set of Bargains in Fine Papers,
^^ which has many Novelties that are just out.
iSP Please notice that I have removed to
94 BOYLSION ST,, where I have opened
an entirely New Stock. Everything
brand new.
A MOI>EL STATIONERY STOKE.
Writing Papers, Envelopes, Largest Line, Latest Styles, Popular
Prices, by the Pound; Xmas Cards, Calendars, Fancy
Goods, Leather Goods, Etc.
Successor to 94 BOYLSTON STREET,
KING & SALMON, formerly 37 WEST ST., BOSTON.
A Liberal Discount Alloioed Students on Presentation of this
Advertisement.
The Churchill (Improved) Boot,
MANUFACTUKED AND SOLD ONLY BY
IF. S. GHZUK.GSIIXjXj,
Formerly 25 Winter Street, now at
129 TREMONT ST., Corner WINTER,
Next Door to tV. D. Whitney & Co.,
BOSTOlSr.
THIS Boot is made in Button or Lace on correct principles,
from a study of the anatomy of the foot, and is unsurpassed
for comfort and durability. It hts the most diflicult foot, prevents
or cures tender joints or corns by removing pressure, aud is
comfortable the tirst time worn, Ladles who have difficulty







Ladies' Undergarments of every description made to
order. Combination Suits a Specialty.
A nice assortment of Trimmings ]<ept constantly on
hand.
Tea Gowns, Night and Dressing Gowns made in
any style.
10% Discount to Students.




Glee, Banjo and Mandolin Club,
TOWN HALL, WELLESLEY,
Saturday Eve., Feb., {4, 1S91.
Admission, 35 Cents, Reserved Seats, 50 Cents.
For Sale at Post Office.
UNEQJJALLED-
IH DESIGN CONSTRUCTION SvFlNi5H
IlLVSTRATED CATflLOGVE FREE:^'^'
^^WARPEM 5T NEW YOFin. Z9i WSBf^SM ^^C»/C/JGO.
WELLESLEY STUDIO
/ open Monday and Tuesday only, each week from
Oct. I, to July I.
W. H. PAKTKIDGE, 283* Waehiiigton St., Boatoo.
^Aiellesley (College,
Is going to Europe dnring summer vacation. Those
who would like to join will please communicate with her.
Desires to call the attention of the Wellesley College
young ladies to the fact that he is again at
45 WEST STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
Lovers of Bailee's Fin* Candle* can find them ther« Only.
JAMES W» HAWLEY,
[ais'Iailor, Uir yreayr
RespectfuUy call the atl ention of the Ladies' at Wellesley CoUego
that he is ready to make .Dresses.anu CoBtumes for Home,
Promonade, Carriag:e and Evening Wear, Also
TOP COATS, DRIVING COATS, JACKETS,
PELESSES, ULSTERS.
The :FI?.-A.n5rOEIS I=EIXjESSE
The ICowoBt tiondoTi Garment.
Eiding Habits a Specialty.
JAMES W. HAWLEY,
88 Texnple Place, - - Boston.
Recereed the Latest and Highest award at tb«
State Exhibition, M. C. M. A. 1S91.
THE AMERICAN
IJATIONAL DRESSING.
A New Improved Leather Dressing for
.
' LADIES " FINE BOOTS'AND^'SHOES."
Devoid of any of the Deleterious Effects
of Ordinary Dressing.
Nothing can equal the beautiful finish and natural lustre imparted to the




WIDELY KNOWN AND PATRONIZED.
MGENCY.
ESTABLISHED 1880.
Eligible teachers promptly provided for colleges, scliools, families. Teachers supplied with positions. Cii
culars of good schools supplied to parents. School property rented and sold. Best of references furnished.
E MERiA^ COYRIERE, ROOATi 14, 150 FIFTH AVENUE,Cor. 20th St., New York.
